
Diversity of life

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Growth Kingdom Genus Heterotroph

Order Organism Phylum Multicellular organism

1. ______________ - second smallest group in the scientific classification
system; comes after family and before species grouping

2. ______________ - the process of becoming larger

3. ______________ - a living organism that is not capable of producing its own
food; also known as a consumer

4. ______________ - large category included in scientific classification system
and the taxonomic category above phylum; scientists recognize six
kingdoms: animals, plants, fungi, protista, eubacteria, and archaebacteria

5. ______________ - an organism made up of two or more cells

6. ______________ - group in the scientific classification system that comes
after class and before family grouping

7. ______________ - a living thing that is able to act on its own

8. ______________ - a group of organisms which share one or more specific
characteristics, setting them apart from all other organisms; one of the main
categories in scientific classification, between kingdom and class categories
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Diversity of life

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Growth Kingdom Genus Heterotroph

Order Organism Phylum Multicellular organism

1. genus - second smallest group in the scientific classification system;
comes after family and before species grouping

2. growth - the process of becoming larger

3. heterotroph - a living organism that is not capable of producing its own
food; also known as a consumer

4. kingdom - large category included in scientific classification system and
the taxonomic category above phylum; scientists recognize six kingdoms:
animals, plants, fungi, protista, eubacteria, and archaebacteria

5. multicellular organism - an organism made up of two or more cells

6. order - group in the scientific classification system that comes after class
and before family grouping

7. organism - a living thing that is able to act on its own

8. phylum - a group of organisms which share one or more specific
characteristics, setting them apart from all other organisms; one of the main
categories in scientific classification, between kingdom and class categories
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